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“A novel and substantive approach to biblical study and understanding.”
Dr. Byron L. Sherwin, Distinguished Service Professor Director of Doctoral Programs,
Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies

Talking With God redefines the meaning

of the Five Books of Moses

Talking With God: The Radioactive Ark of the
Testimony is an assembled jigsaw puzzle, an exciting
guide through the biblical world as it was meant to
be understood, and a far cry from standard, familiar
interpretations.
Roger David Isaacs has researched key words in
the Five Books of Moses that don’t mean what they
say. He has painstakingly matched them to their
counterparts in 18 related ancient languages. The result
is a totally new approach to what the Hebrew words
originally conveyed.
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Isaacs’ research reveals that common words
traditionally translated “holy,” “sanctify,” “glory,” “sin,”
“atone,” “plague,” “soul,” “testimony,” “cherubim,”
etc., have completely different meanings, and each
word is related to the Ark of the Testimony. When
they are all assembled, the result is a startling picture
that is directly related to the laws of radiation as we
understand them today.
Talking With God propounds a theory that reinterprets
certain phenomena described in the Hebrew Bible in
terms of modern physics and chemistry. It establishes
a mechanical basis for a substantial number of the laws
on which the ancient Israelite religion was structured.
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About Roger D. Isaacs
Mr. Isaacs has led two separate lives, one
as an independent scholar, specializing in
Hebrew Bible studies, and the other as a
successful business executive.
From the early ’50s until 1965, Isaacs
worked with his father, the noted
hematologist and biblical scholar Dr. Raphael
Isaacs, on a monograph entitled “Puzzling
Biblical Laws” (Bloch, 1965). After Dr. Isaacs’
death in 1965, Isaacs furthered their research
independently, yielding Talking With God.
Isaacs conducted extensive research in the archives of
The Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago where
he is a member of the Breasted Society.
At the Institute, he worked with a doctoral candidate
on the linguistic aspect of the research, particularly
Ugaritic, Assyrian, and Babylonian. In addition, Isaacs
researched at Spertus Insitute of Jewish Studies and has
lectured there on this subject. Isaacs served on the board
of Spertus for a number of years and is now a member of
the visiting committee of its library. Additional research
has taken him to digs, museums, and libraries in several
countries, including Syria, Jordan, Turkey, Egypt, Israel
and England.
On the business side, from 1948 until his retirement in
1992, Isaacs was an executive with The Public Relations
Board, an international public relations agency. He served
as Chairman and President until he sold the company to
the communications conglomerate Omnicom.
Mr. Isaacs attended the University of Chicago and The
University of Wisconsin (Madison). His education was
interrupted by World War II. During the war, he served
with the 87th Infantry Division in France and Germany
where he received the Purple Heart. After the war, Isaacs
continued his education at Bard College and graduated
with a degree in Language and Literature. Isaacs has two
children and four grandchildren. He lives in Glencoe,
Illinois with his wife Joyce.

Praise for Talking With God
“An enormous, imaginative work. I think
I would call it a modern midrash. Andas you
know, midrash can be both stimulating and
far-out.”
Rabbi Jacob Milgrom, Biblical Scholar Retired
U.C. Berkeley Professor of Near Eastern
Studies

“Roger Isaacs’ book, Talking with God,
dramatically introduces a whole new world of
thinking about biblical practices. Agree with
Isaacs or not, you will never be able to accept
the Bible in the same way as Scholars have
done throughout the centuries. The scholarship is profound,
the theories impressive, and the book is disturbing in the
most incredible way.”
Robert Marx, Rabbi Emeritus of Congregation Hakifa,
Glencoe, IL Founder and a past President of the Jewish
Council on Urban Affairs

“Isaacs’ use of etymology to redefine many words in the
Hebrew Bible has resulted in a fascinating hypothesis.”
Peter Gingiss, Associate Professor of Linguistics
Department of English, University of Houston

“Roger Isaacs has written a book that is sure to arouse
controversy ... but the arguments that comprise the bulk of
the book have 40 years of scholarly research backing them.”
Robert Wolf, Author and Executive Editor, Free River Press

“The case [Isaacs] makes,not only for the reinterpretation
of pivotal biblical terms, and for interpreting biblical
texts from the perspective of the physical sciences, especially
physics and chemistry, builds as the narrative progresses,
leading the reader to take seriously what initially seems
to be an outlandish reading of the biblical text. This work,
therefore, represents a novel and substantive approach to
biblical study and understanding.”
Dr. Byron L. Sherwin, Distinguished Service Professor
Director of Doctoral Programs, Spertus Institute of
Jewish Studies

For more information, please visit
TalkingWithGod.net.
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